
FPCU Rebuild Tech  
 

Hey, I recently put new components in my Fuel Pump Control Unit. To my surprise it worked.  
Mods, feel free to move thread. The current article in the tech section is a bit light on details. 
 
Here is my tech: 
 
I used the following equipment(available from DSE or Jaycar): 

 
I didn't end up using the thermal paste (its conductive and I didn't want to risk it shorting 
anything). 
 
1. Once you have narrowed your problem down to a faulty FPCU, remove the unit and open up 
the metal case (a few Phillips head screws). The guts of the unit are shown in picture 2. 



 
 
2. The faulty parts are usually the 3 power transistors or the diode (These are the 4 black, 3 
legged components mounted against the heatsink edges of the case. Mine looked fine however 
both K591's (in positions Q5 & Q6) had blackened solder joints, clearly visible on the PCB in the 
above photo. These are probably dry/bad joints that caused the components to fail. 
 
3. Since the transistors looked fine and nothing smelt fried, I tried de-soldering and re-soldering 
all the solder joints of the 4 components. I plugged the FPCU back into the car, and? it didn?t 
start. 
 
4. I now assumed my transistors were stuffed. I searched and found the following thread: 
http://forums.nicoclub.com/zerothread?id=92777  
 
The available component equivalents (manufactured by NTE Electronics Inc) are as follows:  
NEC K591 = NTE 2985  
NEC 14305 = NTE 960  
FMU 245 = NTE 624 
 
I then searched for an Aussie supplier of this brand. I found these from www.x-on.com.au in WA. 
I ordered: 
 
Qty 2) NTE 2985  
Qty 1) NTE 960  
Qty 1) NTE 624 
 
Total cost: $41 delivered. 



 
Once received, I soldered them in place of the old components. The soldering needs to be done 
from the under-side. I used the supplied plastic backing pieces to insulate the components from 
the heatsink/case (the case is earthed- i'm not sure this was needed, but better to be safe as the 
new component's packages were not identical to the old ones). I didnt end up using thermal 
paste (photos were taken before i thought better of it). 
 
You have to fiddle a little bit with the 2 small metal bars that hold the components against the 
heatsink. Some of the new components are a different size to the old items. I had to be a little 
creative; the main thing here is that you get positive pressure between the component and heat 
sink to enable heat transfer(cooling). I have no pics of this, sorry. 
 
Here is the new components soldered in (but not secured yet with the metal bar across the top): 

 
 
 
Put the lid and bottom plate back on the unit and plug it into your car. Check that the units case 
is well earthed.  
Cross your fingers and try starting the car...  
 
GruntRv 
 


